
week in review headlines

"behold, I come; in the scroll of the book it is 
written of me." psa 40:7

AI can create a 'new Bible,' influential author 
declares: 'In a few years, there might be religions 
that are actually correct'
Yuval Noah Harari — an influential author, professor, 
and renowned public intellectual — said recently that 
artificial intelligence can create a "new Bible."

Advanced Technology Paving The Way: US Airforce AI-
Enabled Drone Turns On Its Operator
Recently the U. S. Air Force conducted a simulation in 
which an AI-enabled drone tasked with destroying 
surface-to-air missile sites attacked the very officer 
who was controlling it.

The ultimate goal of the Globalists is to create a 
singleton
The ultimate goal of Agenda 2030 is to create a 
“singleton,” Dr. Jacob Nordangård said.   A singleton 
is a world order in which there is a single decision-
making agency at the highest level…“I don’t think they 
will succeed because they don’t work from truth, they 
work from lies.  And truth always wins in the end,” Dr. 
Nordangård said.

Is AI the end of the world or the beginning of 
something new?
AI is the end of the world! In something out of the 
start of a horror movie, this week top artificial 
intelligence researchers called for major regulation of 



the technology, releasing a one-sentence letter: 
“Mitigating the risk of extinction from AI should be a 
global priority alongside other societal-scale risks 
such as pandemics and nuclear war.”

Air Force base hosts drag show it calls ‘essential for 
military readiness’
Nellis Air Force Base in Nevada hosted its first 
officially organized drag show earlier this month and 
said the event was essential for the morale and overall 
readiness of its troops.

PRIDE MONTH: Here’s How the Navy Is Training Sailors on 
Proper Gender Pronouns
The Navy is training its members to create a “safe 
space” by using proper gender pronouns in a new 
instructional video modeled after a children’s show.

Europe Horrified by Surge of Migrant Children Engaging 
in Mock Gang Rapes and Beheadings
Migrant children’s disturbing mock rapes and executions 
in Europe reveal a culture of silence, where 
politicians, police, and media deliberately ignore the 
crimes to protect their immigration policies.

DEATH is the new GREEN: Ireland to cull 200,000 cows to 
meet so-called “climate targets”
Over the next three years, the government of Ireland is 
planning to murder upwards of 200,000 head of cattle 
because allowing the creatures to live might “warm” the 
planet too much, they claim.

GREAT RESET: World’s Largest Asset Management Firm 
BlackRock Behind Forcing DEI And ESG On Companies Via 



Chinese-Style ‘Social Credit’ Scheme
Last week I was researching a story about the DEI page 
on the Chick-fil-A website, and all the purported furor 
it was generating. I’ll be honest, I knew about the 
environmental, social, and governance initiatives known 
as ESG, but I knew nothing about the diversity, equity 
and inclusion of DEI. Where is all this coming from, 
and why is nearly every major company doing it? As it 
turns out, there is a simple, one-word answer to that 
question. BlackRock.

Xi Jinping is Directing High-Level National Security 
Officials to Prepare for Conflict With the West
On May 30, 2023, Chinese President Xi Jinping said to 
his top national security officials to be prepared for 
“worst case scenarios” and “stormy seas.”

GROOMERS: US Department of Education Wishes Kids a 
‘Happy Pride Month
The US Department of Education is wishing children a 
‘Happy Pride Month’ and has changed its Twitter profile 
picture to the so-called ‘progress pride flag’.

Examining ‘Pride Month’: The Days Of Lot Before Our 
Eyes
Our Sodom-like society continues to rage toward the 
Judgment-producing moment in which Jesus said He will 
be “revealed” (Luke 17: 28). There will be at that 
future time, the Lord foretold, things going on which 
will look exactly like things that were happening as 
the vexed Lot observed his surroundings in the doomed 
city of Sodom.

3 in 10 Young Americans and Mostly Democrats Support 



Government Cameras Installed in American Households, 
Survey Says
In a society increasingly shaped by technology and 
security concerns, a concerning trend is emerging among 
younger generations in the United States.

PHILADELPHIA mosque caught performing child bride 
marriages
A Philadelphia mosque has been allowing marriages 
between child brides and adult men. According to 
Clarion Intelligence Network, sources are aware of an 
investigation into the underage marriages that have 
taken place for years.

The Church of Psilomethoxin Uses Psychedelics to 
Worship
The army vets behind the Church of Psilomethoxin have a 
unique sacrament – one that involves a drug derived 
from shrooms and a poisonous amphibian.

South Africa plans to limit water for white people by 
enacting “race quotas”…
This is one of those story titles that makes you go, 
“Is this for real?” But then you actually open it up 
and realize it’s true, leaving you wondering what on 
earth is going on in our messed up progressive clown 
world.

Journalists Are Asking Ukrainian Soldiers To Hide Their 
Nazi Patches, NYT Admits
The New York Times has been forced to very, very 
belatedly deal with something which had long been 
obvious and known to many independent analysts and 
media outlets, but which has been carefully shielded 



from the mainstream masses in the West for obvious 
reasons.

Claim: Assisted Suicide Becomes 3rd Leading Cause of 
Death in Quebec — 7% of All Deaths
Canada looks set to face another record-shattering year 
of euthanasia deaths in 2023 after a reported 35 
percent rise to some 13,500 state-sponsored suicides in 
2022, an analysis of official data shows.


